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SAFETY AUDIT INSPECTION OF SECUNDERABAD JUNCTION STATION, MAULA-ALI 

STATION AND MLY-GT SECTION OF SECUNDERABAD DIVISION ON 03.05.2018 & 

04.05.2018 FOR THE PERIOD OF MAY & JUNE 2018 

S.NO OBSERVATIONS Action 
by 

1.0 Brief of SC station activities: 

 SECUNDERABAD JN. is a „B‟ class station situated on WD-SC 
double line electrified BG section of South Central Railway. It is 
situated at Km.194.36 from WD Jn.  

 At this station, 10 high level platform lines and one non platform line 
are available. 

 Non running lines - Dock siding- 1&2, shunting neck, line leading to 
Coaching yard, line leading to dock yard, Parcel siding, Saloon siding, 
A/c Coach siding,  Washing/stabling siding, MRV siding and Printing 
press siding are available.  

 Points and Signals are operated from the centrally located RRI (Route 
Relay Interlocking) Cabin. 

 SECUNDERABAD JN. Station is situated between HUSSAIN SAGAR 
JN. (HSJ) in the West at a distance of 4.36 km, LALLAGUDA (LGD) in 
the East at a distance of 3.03 km, SECUNDERABAD MILITARY 
SIDING (SCMS) in the Northeast at a distance of 4.80km, 
MALKAJGIRI (MJF) in the Southeast at a distance of 3.76 km and 
SITAFALMANDI  (STPD) in the South at a distance of 2.37km. 

 Trains are worked on the Up and Down Main lines between SC-HSJ, 
SC-LGD, SC-STPD, SC-MJF under „Automatic Block System‟. 

 Trains are worked on the 3rd Main line between SC and LGD, SC and 
SCMS under „Absolute Block System‟. 

 

2.0 Interaction with Supervisors by CSO, CTM/G&PP, CELE, CRSE, 
CTE from Hqrs and ADRM and other Branch Officers from SC 
Division:  
    

 
 

 

2.1 In recent past, there were two derailments on NI point no. 103. Discussed on 
probable causes of the derailments. It was advised to check track geometry 
and attend deficiencies, if any. 

 
DRM/SC 

PCE 
PCOM 
PCEE 
PCME 

2.2 SSE/P.Way/SC has informed that there is no time to check track in SC yard 
even by Key man, as lines are always occupied. 

2.3 SSE/P.Way/SC has stated that he is not getting blocks for welding works. 
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During night time only they are able to get. There is loss of manpower in 
waiting for blocks. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRM/SC 
PCE 
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PCME 

2.4 Team has recalled the incidence of detecting compressor of a loco hanging 
on one side at TPTY and advised to counsel all the field staff on watching for 
such incidents. 

2.5 SSE/TRD/SC has stated that OHE block are not granted regularly. In this 
connection it was suggested to provide isolations line wise to minimise 
repercussions. 

2.6 Dy.SS Sri Md.Shak expressed difficulty for performing shunting with Electric 
traction locos due to “OHE STOP” board and suggested that OHE isolation to 
be provided for each line. Sr.DEE/TRD assured that it can be fulfilled shortly. 

2.7 Sri Siva Rama Krishna, LP/G stated that while coming to SC, HSJ station 
starter signal view is obstructed by tree branches. Tree branches to be 
trimmed. 

2.8 Supervisors were asked to adhere to provisions of JPO on Power 
Interception/Engine reversals scrupulously. The incidence of rolling Down of a 
train at Titlagarh was discussed and pointed out that it was due to lack of co-
ordination between staff of Operating, electrical and C&W departments. So all 
staff of Operating, electrical and C&W departments should be counselled for 
better coordination.  

2.9 Action to prevent SPAD was discussed. Loco Inspectors were advised to 
counsel the staff for taking sufficient rest before signing on duty. 

2.10 The Safety Audit team advised Supervisors to take care of Staff welfare and 
redress their grievances promptly. If any grievance could not be addressed by 
them, they should forward to the Head Quarters for redressal.  

3.0 Inspection of SS/Platform/SC Station:  

3.1 Sri G.Padmnabhaiah, Dy.SS on duty between 7-11 hrs, was alert. 
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3.2 Station Working Rules: 

a. As per G&SR, there is no concept of Block section, Station section 
and Class „B‟ station under Automatic Block System. It is understood 
that as far as station is concerned, SCR has adopted Absolute Block 
System. 

b. As per para 2.3, on Double line, Block section commences/ends with 
“Automatic Block section”. Block section commences/ends with either 
outermost facing point or BSLB  

c. Station section mentioned under para 2.3.1 (a) to (d) is not correct as 
per G.R.1.02 (54). 

d. As per para 6.8, working in case of failure, it is mentioned as „SM on 
duty at Station‟. There is a confusion between Dy.SS/platform and 
Dy.SS caution order regarding issue of authorities. Both are 
maintaining authorities and issuing authority as per convenience. As 
per the duty list given in the Appendix-D, it is the responsibility of non 
Gazetted SMR for operation of crank handle and piloting the train in 
case of failure. Para 6.8 may be changed accordingly. 

e. Duties of SMR (Non-Gazetted) Supervisor are not given in the 
Appendix-D. 

3.3 Stabled Load Register: 

a. It is maintained by neither Platform Dy.SS nor Dy.SS/Lobby. Stabling 
and Securing particulars for DEMU/DHMU are maintained  

b. DY.SS/Lobby – details of Points set against block line, are not entered in 
the register. 

c. Securing and Stabling Particulars of Main Line Trains like 12805/06, are 
not available. Guards of main line trains are signing in a register with 
Dy.SS/Lobby in lieu of application of SLR hand brake. 

DRM/SC 
PCOM 
PCME 
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d. Stabling and securing particulars of SPMRV and SPART are not 
available. LP is signing in ART/MRV movement register in lieu of 
applying hand brakes. 

e. Proper stabled Load Register should be maintained with Dy.SS/PF as 
per G&SR 5.23. 

3.4 Staff Gradation Register: 
All the Dy.SSs are graded as „A‟. In the ZRTI examination, Station Masters 
gets different marks ranging from 60-100. How all the Dy.SSs are scoring 
more than 80 marks and got „A‟ grade. It should be reviewed. 

DRM/SC 
PCOM 

 

3.5 Bio-date Register: 
a. Sri. Reddy Raju Dy.SS - PME is due on 17.11.2013. Refresher is due 

on 19.08.14. If he belongs to station master cadre, irrespective of his 
place of working, he should be put off from duty immediately and sent 
for PME as well as Refresher course. 

b. Pointsman Sri N.Sivashanker - PME is due on 01.02.2017, Sri 
D.Rakshit - PME is due on 27.06.17, Sri M.Yerrinaidu - PME is due on 
04.04.18 and RC is due on 27.08.17, Sri V.Prashanth Kumar - PME is 
due on 21.01.17. They should be sent for PME/RC immediately. It is 
understood that these staff are working in control office. When 
services of pointsman are badly required at station, utilizing in the 
control office is not good for safety. 

c. Sri Ram binay Kumar/TI - DOB: 28.03.73, Last PME attended on 
22.03.18 and due is shown as 22.03.18. Due shall be corrected as 
29.03.20. 

d. Sri Ch/ Sharath babu/Dy.SS - DOB: 31.01.74, Last PME attended on 
27.07.17 and due is shown as 31.07.19. Due shall be corrected as 
27.07.19 

e. Sri L.Ravindra/Dy.SS - DOB: 06.04.63, Last PME attended on 
06.02.18 and due is shown as 06.02.20. Due shall be corrected as 
06.04.19  

f. Sri Umed Singh/PMA - DOB: 23.04.63, Last PME attended on 
06.03.18 and due is shown as 06.03.19. Due shall be corrected as 
23.04.19 

DRM/SC 
PCOM 

             

3.6 Assurance Register for correction slips of G&SR, BWM and AM: 
It is being maintained separately for Station Masters and Points staff. 
Amendment slips which are supposed to be pasted in the register, are not 
pasted in the register maintained for Points staff. 

DRM/SC 
PCOM 

 

3.7 Accident Register: 

D&AR action taken particulars for the following are not entered- 
a. On 25.03.18, LP of LE 23022 passed Home Signal at Danger. SF-

V was issued to Sri. G.Ravi Kumar-LP & to Sri.D.Sravan-ALP on 
6.4.18 

b. On 03.04.18, Loco No 40381-WDP/4D derailed on Point No.114B 
due to defective Track Geometry. 

c. On 06.04.18, Loco No 40362 derailed on Point No.114B due to 
defective Track Geometry. 

In the 2 cases mentioned above, SSE/P.Way/SC was held Responsible and 
SF-11 was issued to him on 06.04.18. Division is advised to expedite the 
finalization of D &AR cases. 

DRM/SC 
PCOM 

 

3.8 Train Examination Advice/Report: 

T/431 Train Examination Advice is being handed to train examination staff by 
on duty TNC duly filling the particulars of the coaching rake for examination.  
After checking the coaching rake, Part „C‟ of the authority is not given to TNC 
for securing along with Part „A‟ of the memo. TXR staff should be advised to 

DRM/SC 
PCSTE 
PCME 
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hand over the same to on duty TNC. 

3.9 Manuals: 

Block Working Manual is not updated with Amendment Slip No-4. 

DRM/SC 
PCOM 

3.10 Inspection of Dy.SS/Crew Lobby - SC Station: 

Sri.G.Sai Kumar, Dy.SS and Smt.S.Sri.Sowmya, Dy.SS were in possession of 
valid competency certificates. 
Caution Order Register: 

a. DCOs - SC/HYB to LPI, SC/HYB to VKB & SC-GNT are having more 
than 10 SRs printed on each page. There shall be 10 SRs printed on 
each page of the DCO as per instructions given by Safety 
Organization, Head Quarters vide Safety Circular 01/2006 of date 
15.11.2006. 

b. SR 8 KMPH is in force at KMs SC/1151-194/45A (Point No.121A 
&123) for Road Nos. 7&8 due to Points in sharp curve from 
06.10.2016. This should be examined/ reviewed and eased out as per 
the feasibility at the earliest. 

c. It was brought to the notice that majority of the Guards and LPs are 
not collecting DCOs from Dy.SS while signing „ON‟ on CMS. 

Suitable SOB should be issued to all GLPs for collecting the DCO 
from DY.SS/Lobby while signing „ON‟ on CMS. 

d. At present Caution orders for Hyderabad division are being obtained 
through phone. It is safe to receive caution orders through on line. 

e. Guntur division staffs are repeating caution orders (other than 
emergency) without following any time. Secunderabad and Guntur 
division branch officers shall stream line the procedure of repeating 
caution orders. 

f. At present, Dy.SS Caution order for SC and HYB are accommodated 
in the office of crew lobby. Since so many people are gathered in the 
lobby office, Dy.SS/Caution order is unable to receive the correct KM 
and correct SR. It is advised to accommodate him in a separate room 
or partition may be provided. 

DRM/SC 
PCE 

PCOM 

3.11 Inspection of Parcel Office - SC Station: 
A. Parcel Office(Outward) 

a. Sri.B.K.Prithviraj, CCS shift in-charge is present during the 
inspection. 

b. Random Check for Petrol residuals in Petrol Tank of the Motor 
Cycles is not carried out as per Board Guidelines as a part of 
Fire Preventive measures. 

c. For the following consignments, declaration for “Petrol Tank 
Empty” was not obtained from the consignee. 
i. 1 MC booked from SC-RC vide PWB 3000421986 on 2.5.18. 
ii. 1 MC booked from SC-ADB vide PWB 1003201394 on 2.5.18. 

d. Presently, four Fire Extinguishers are available in outward section. 
Few more may be provided as part of „fire preventive‟ measure. 

B. Parcel Office(Inward): 

a. Sri.Krishna Kumar, CCS is present during the inspection. 
b. Random Check for Petrol Tank Empty is carried out regularly. 
c. Random Check was conducted on the following Motor Cycle 

consignments and found no residuals: 
i. 1 Motor Cycle booked from MABD-SC vide RR 49601. 
ii. 1 Motor Cycle booked from PSA-SC vide RR 2006825682 
iii. 1 Motor Cycle booked from TPTY-SC vide RR 1223199218 

d. Presently, four Fire Extinguishers are available in outward section. 
Few more ma be provided as part of „fire preventive‟ measure. 

DRM/SC 
PCCM 
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3.12 Inspection of RRI/SC: 

a. Sri. Vinay Kumar, Dy.SS/Planning, Sri. Abhishek Kumar, 
Dy.SS/Panel, Sri. Sudarshan Kumar, Dy.SS/Recording and 
Sri.D.Ravinder, Dy.SS dealing HYB division trains were in uniform 
and in possession of valid competency certificates. 

b. Joint Inspection Register for Points and Crossings: 

This was conducted for Point Nos. 138 and 143 on 14.4.2018 and 
16.4.2018. The deficiency of burr to be cleared on Cross over 
Glued Joint was noticed and attended 27.04.2018. 

c. SWR No. 591 was issued on 29.12.2014 and brought into force on 

29.02.2015. 
i. Item 6.2.1.2.1:  Calling-On Signal activation time was mentioned 

as 120 seconds. It should be corrected as 60 seconds as per 
Amendment Slip given to IRSEM. 

ii. Para 7 Blocking of Lines: It is focusing on the stabling and 
securing procedure of Goods vehicles. Since SC station is 
dealing Coaching Trains, emphasis should be given on coaching 
vehicles only. 

d. S&T Failure Register: There were cases of point failures. As per 
SWR Appendix-D, it is the responsibility of SMR (Non-Gazetted) 
shift to crank handle the point in case of failure. But no effort was 
made by SMR (Non-Gazetted) shift to crank the point till S&T staff 
rectified the point. 

e. Sri. Abhishek Kumar, Dy.SS and Sri L.Ravinder, Dy.SSs/Panel have 
performed 12 hrs duty on 1st, 2nd and 3rd May of 2018. Their roster is 
intensive (6hrs) but performing 12hrs i.e. double the duty hours 
which is unsafe. 

f. There is no practice of making individual entries for emergency full 
route cancellation (EUUYN) and Emergency Overlap cancellation 
(OYN). 

g. In this panel, overlap lock is provided to prevent the operation of 
points in the overlap. To release overlap lock failure or cancellation 
of slot overlap, release button (OYN) is provided. But to avoid 
detention, to cut short the duration of overlap time, this button is 
being used for all trains. As the purpose of providing overlap lock is 
defeated by operation of OYN button for all the trains, it can be 
removed. If it is not possible to remove the overlap lock, insist the 
RRI not to operate OYN button and allow overlap lock release 
automatically. 

h. HYB Division Block Dy.SS has to maintain two TSRs, one for MJF 
side and the other for STPD side. Due to small table, one TSR is 
being kept half opened. Both the TSRs should be kept fully opened 
to remind him of all the trains. Big table needs to be provided. 

i. Exposed cables near LB 13A („B‟ cabin end) to be covered. 
j. NI Point No. 32 is made Motor operated. Availability of working 

instructions at the field shall be ensured. 
k. There are still some trains for which arrival details are not being 

reflected in COA application and same to be addressed. 
 

DRM/SC 
PCOM 
PCSTE 

 

3.13 S&T Issues at  RRI: 

1. Crank handle schedule is not covered by Tech staff. 

2. EWN monthly testing is not done. 

3. There is no change in counters number of Axle counters since Dec 17. 
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Monthly inspection is not done. 

4. Calling on signal monthly schedule is not covered since Feb18. 

5. In the Diodo Block, there is no change of numbers in the „S2‟ 
Pushback cancellation counter since February 2016. Schedule 
inspection is not done. 

3.14 Upper Yard/SC: 
NI point no.32 is made Motor operated. Its operating knob and button are 
provided in a location box side by. The location box will be kept locked and 
keys are in personal custody of Shunting staff. the point‟s operation requires 
unlocking of the location box, keeping the point knob to required position, 
press the push button, lock the location box again and then place cotter bolt 
and pin/ clamped and padlocked. This is a lengthy process and may cause 
severe delay in shunting operations, if adopted for all other points. Process 
needs to be reviewed and simplified. 

DRM/SC 
PCOM 
PCSTE 

 

3.15 Lower Yard/SC: 
a. It was informed that OHE ends at the beginning of Pit lines. Often 

rakes are backed from running lines to pits lines with incoming Electric 
loco.  Whenever shorter rakes are to be placed deep into a pit line, 
first rake will be backed with incoming Electric loco to the pint of pit 
line, and then loco has to be changed from electric to diesel and then 
pushed inside. This is causing delay in yard operations.  

b. It is suggested to extend the OHE  lines deep into pit lines to required 
length and provide isolator at the point where pit line commences, so 
that after placement of rakes, respective isolator will be opened to 
make that portion of the OHE over pit line dead for checking. 

DRM/SC 
PCEE 

4.0 Inspection of Crew Lobby:  

4.1 Sri Ch. Srinivasulu, CCC/SC, Sri Vivek, shift CC and four out sourcing 
employees are available at Lobby. Three numbers of Kiosks (CMS) with 
touch screen for sign ON/OFF are available. In AC crew lounge, two numbers 
of biometric Kiosks with touch screen are provided for Gyan Kasouti, 
Technical and safety literature. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
DRM/SC 

PCEE 
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Scale check of SC lobby: 

Category  Sanction  Actual Vacancy  

LP/M/Exp. 107 72 35 

LP/Pass 107 46 61 

LP/Goods 53 49 04 

Motorman 27 ---- 27 

LP(Shunting) 78 53 25 

ALP 210 153 57 

Divisional authorities should fill up vacancies as early as possible. 

4.2 Fetch as per rule & Fetch all position of SC depot: 

Month-2018 Fetch as per Rule 
(%) 

Fetch all 
(%) 

January 98.3% 1.7% 

February 98.04% 1.96% 

March 98.5% 1.5% 

April 97.8% 2.18% 
 

  
DRM/SC 
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4.3 Cross checking of CUG/Personnel phone for “ON” condition: 

The following LP/ALPs mobile phones checked from lobby and all phones are 
in found in switch “OFF” condition: 
 

S. 
No 

Name Desig. Train. 
no. 

Testin
g time 

CUG ON/O
FF 
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1 N. Rama Rao LP/M/Ex
p. 

22691 10.28 8790992461 OFF 

2 S.P. Sarma LP/M/Ex
p. 

22691 10.29 8790992476 OFF 

3 P. K. N. S. 
Rao 

LP/Pass. 11019 10.30 8790992546 OFF 

4 Deepak 
Prasad 

ALP 11019 10.31 9963158139 OFF 

5 SVB Rao LP/M/Ex
p. 

12791 10.32 8790992554 OFF 

6 Sunil 
Kumar.RP. 

ALP 12791 10.33 9963158117 OFF 

7 M.D.Chari Shunter shunti
ng 

10.33 8790992590 OFF 

8 N.Ashok 
Kumar 

Shunter shunti
ng 

10.34 8790992702 OFF 

9 M.Raja 
Lingam 

Shunter shunti
ng 

10.34 8790992593 OFF 

10 KSS Rao LP/ shutlin
g 

10.35 7675928331 OFF 

 

 
 
DRM/SC 

PCEE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4.4 In the “Reason for switch „ON‟ CUG phone”, time was not mentioned in the 
register for cross checking with speedometer chart whether crew stopped the 
train while speaking on mobile phone. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRM/SC 
PCEE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.5 Tested positive Register: 

I. On 31.3.2018, Sri H. Bixamaiah, Gd/SC booked to work train 
no.17406 exp., while signing “ON” is tested positive with 15mg/100ml 
and 30mg/100ml respectively at 05.45hrs/06.00hrs. SF-V is issued 
and enquiry is yet to be completed. 

II. On 17.2.2017, Sri K. L Meena, Gd/SC booked to work MMTS (Link 
MM-2), while signing “ON” is tested positive with 119mg/100ml and 
70mg/100ml respectively at 20.49 hrs/20.50hrs respectively. He is 
imposed punishment of “Reduction of pay by two stages for a period 
of 12 months. 

First time “positive” second time “Negative” cases are analysed and observed 
that difference in 1st and 2nd time is more. BA equipments need to be 
calibrated once again. 

The cases are given bellow: 
a) On 18.9.2016, Sri Md.Amenuddin, LP/Mail/SC  while signing “OFF” at 

15.46 hrs, is tested positive with 525mg/100ml and immediately found 
“Zero” in 2nd test. 

b) On 12.1.2017, Sri R.S.Srijeeth, LP/SC while signing “OFF‟ at 14.55 
hrs, is tested positive with 50mg/100ml and immediately found “Zero” 
in 2nd test. 

c) On 10.3.2018, Sri S.K.Pandy, ALP/SC while signing “OFF” at 
23.00hrs, is tested positive with 176 mg/100ml and immediately found 
“Zero” in 2nd test. 

d) On 27.3.2018, Sri Y.S.R.Murthy, LP/Shunter while signing “OFF” at 
06.06 hrs, is tested positive with 54 mg/100ml and immediately found 
“Zero” in 2nd test.   

Divisional Prone alcoholic list is available at lobby. Apart from this, list of 
adjacent divisions crew .i.e. SC, BZA and GNT division crew who are coming 
to lobby, should be available for close watching by Loco inspectors. 

4.6 Monthly CMS not working cases due to server problem, net work problem, 

etc., are more: 
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I. During the month of Feb.2018, 23 failures are noticed and maximum 
failure time is 01.45 hrs. 

II. During the month of March 2018, 12 failures are noticed and 
maximum failure time is 00.50 hrs. 

III. During the month of April 2018, 18 failures are noticed and maximum 
failure time is 01.10 hrs. 

IV. During the month of May 2018 till date of inspection, 3 failures are 
noticed and maximum time is 00.20 minutes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRM/SC 
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4.7 Signal defect/ track defect Register: 

1) On 13.2.2018, LP of train no.17214 express made a remark that 
between NVT-JKM at LC no.189A, Gateman was not available. 
SSE/P. Way/MBNR has given feedback for checking and taking 
action. So far suitable feedback is not available. 

2) On 12.2.2018, LP of train no.17406 express made a remark that 
between TMD-BKU at LCno.213 and between MED-GDPL at LC 
no.246/A, gatemen are not available but gates are in closed condition. 
As per feedback given by TI/General/HYB, Gatemen were available in 
the gate lodge. While passing the train at LC gate, Gateman should 
come out from Gate lodge and observe the train. Both the gatemen 
should be counselled suitably. 

3) On 16.2.2018, LP of train no.12975 express made a remark that at LC 
no.54/E, Gateman is not available. SSE/P. Way/MBNR has given 
feedback for checking and taking action. Further feedback is not given 
till date whether gateman was available or not, if not what action is 
taken.  

4) On 18.2.2018, LP of train no.22691 express made a remark that at YG 
station between KM 631/24-632/8, 30 kmph hand signals are not 
available. SSE/P. Way/YG has given feedback for providing as per 
procedure. Further feedback is not available. 

4.8 Long absent cases: Sri Pijas Biswas, ALP/SC is absent from 27.1.2018 and 
D&AR action is to be initiated. 

4.9 Walkie -Talkie position of SC depot: Motorola = 4, Kenwood = 3, Sanchar = 1 
and Hyt = 1, total 9 are under repair at CKL. Condemned Walkie -Talkie sets: 
Motorala = 3 and Kenwood = 2. 

4.10 From the Abnormalities Reports, it is noticed that some crew are not 
furnishing adequate information. They may be counselled for giving required 
information or the required information shall be collected from the concerned 
crew and then action shall be taken.  

4.11 In some Abnormality Reports, closing remarks are not satisfactory. They are 
just „passing on to concerned officials‟. The report shall be closed only after 
taking concrete action on the abnormality. There is a need for scrutiny and 
follow up of „Abnormal Reports‟ and their compliances at higher level for 
proper corrective actions.  

4.12 LPs have requesting for provision of hooter for trolley paths in yard and that 
hooter shall preferably train activated warning system. 

 
 
 

DRM/SC 
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4.13 Cab simulator is available in Crew lobby for improving the trouble shooting 
skills of Loco Pilots. It should be made air conditioned, since it is very hot 
inside the Cab. 

4.14 There are 7 cases each in Mar‟18 & Apr‟18 where crew have worked for more 
than 14 hrs. Such long hours of working by crew should be avoided.  

4.15 Sri S.S. Rao Guard is overdue for PME from 24.04.2018. He is under Sick list 
from 22.04.2018. He should be sent for PME soon after coming out of Sick, 
without assigning any duty. 

4.16 Sri MD Afzal Guard is overdue for PME since 24.04.2018. He is under 
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Refresher Course at ZRTI from 24.04.2018. He should be sent for PME soon 
after reporting from ZRTI, without assigning any duty. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRM/SC 
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4.12 Caution Orders are being issued at the Lobby duly taking printouts from 
online. These are updated and require no correction. However, due to 
overheat, printer is hanging up periodically thereby cyclostyled copies with 
manual corrections are being issued during intervening period.  It is 
suggested to provide spare printer as a standby to avoid issuing of corrected 
Cos; 

4.13 Hyderabad Division is sending cyclostyled copies of Caution Orders one day 
in advance. All changes of Imposition and Cancellations of Caution Orders 
that take place during intervening period have to be entered with corrections. 
It was informed that Hyderabad Division has no online Caution Order System. 
Hyderabad Division may develop online Caution Order system and give link 
to Secunderabad so that there is no need for issuing Caution Orders with 
corrections. 

4.14 In Caution Order acknowledgement register, column for „number of Caution 
Orders in force‟ may be added. This is available in „sign on‟ and „sign off‟ 
register of Crew, which was abandoned with online signing on by the Crew. 

5.0 Inspection of Running Room: 

DRM/SC 
PCE 

PCEE 

5.1 a) Total number of rooms = 12 and number of beds = 30, old dining hall 
=3 beds and in dormitory = 5 beds are available. AC is provided in all 
rooms except old dining hall and dormitory. Total number of beds in 
running room = 38. Average occupancy = 30, peak occupancy = 37 
during Tuesday, Wednesday & Sunday. 

b) Subsidized meals are available for Rs: 5/-. 
c) The News Papers available in Telugu - Endau, Andhra Jyothi and 

Sakshi. In English - Deccan chronicle and in Hindi - “Milab”. 
d) The Magazines available in Telugu - Swathi, in Hindi & English” - India 

today”. 
e) Kitchen out sourcing staff are not having knowledge regarding using 

of Fire extinguishers. 
f) During inspection due to heavy rain, rain water is coming in all most all 

the rooms due to non availability of “Lintel”. Lintels to be provide all 
the windows and doors of crew lobby and running room. 

g) In Running room corridor, false roof may be provided. 
    

 
5.2 List of raw material used with brand name is not available in Dining hall. 

Same needs to be provided for the information of staff. 

6.0 Secunderabad Yard: 

6.1 Point No.114B - there were two derailments over this point in recent past 
during 2017-18. The variation of versine over point no.114B on 6.0M chord 
with 3.0M interval are as follows; 
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Stn.No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Versine 
in „mm‟ 

22 20 25 20 24 18 15 18 

 
As per above reading the degree of curve comes up to 100. As per S.O.D 
para(4) in Schedule – I, check rail is to be provided where the curves are 
sharper than 80. Hence check rail to be provided to avoid any untoward 
incident.  
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6.2 There is no transition curve between 114B and 113B. Some transition to be 

provided by shifting cross-over of 113B by 13.0M. 

6.3 Point No.114B - gap at heel of crossing is much more than permitted. 

6.4 Centre to centre of fouling mark at mast No.194/2-194/3 is 4.4m against 
4.57m as wider stock are plying in the yard. 

6.5 Longitudinal drains adjacent to Point No.114B and 113B are fully clogged 
with ballast and earth. 

6.6 Structural bond (OHE) connection to rail - bolt is missing at mast No. SC/PC-
2 and for all structure bonds, anti-corrosive painting may to be done. 

6.7 Point No.114B, 104A, 102A etc, ballast cushion is caked. It is learnt from field 
supervisors that for around 45 points in yard, deep screening is due and yet 
to be done. The deep screening may be completed as early as possible. 

6.8 Points & Crossings / HSJ end: The condition of the Points & Crossings on 
BMT end is not satisfactory and Switches and Crossings need programmed 
renewal. It is reported by DEN/Central/SC that the availability of traffic block is 
becoming very difficult due to continuous shunting operations. This needs to 
be jointly programmed in coordination.  

6.9 Yard drainage/HSJ end: The yard drainage at km 193/47 to 194/4 including 

the trolley path area on HSJ end is inadequate.  Lot of water was stagnating 
near the trolley path and there is a need for longitudinal and cross drains to 
facilitate smooth drainage. 
 

6.10 Track Alignment near HSJ end PFs: The alignment and surface of track of 

Road No. 1 to 7 on either side of trolley path on HSJ end of platforms need to 
be attended.    
 

6.11 Elimination / rectification of non-standard layouts: DEN/C/SC has 

reported that there are large nos. of P&Cs with inadequate overall length and 
not laid as per the standard layout calculation. This need to be surveyed and 
feasibility of elimination/rectification of non-standard layouts shall be taken up 
on priority to improve safety in the yard.   

6.12 Point No. 124 on MLY end connecting towards PF No. 6 & 7: The 

alignment & curvature of the turnout is quite sharp and jerks are being 
experienced by the passengers during the movement on this cross over.  This 
needs to be rectified.  
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6.13 The structural condition of old Pit line and Pathway on MLY end is not good 

and needs to be repaired/rectified on priority. 

6.14 Outsourcing staff found working in yard without proper personal protection 
(safety jackets) and without proper protection to track while work is going on. 
They shall be properly counselled. 

6.15 At Point No.104A, there is a level difference of 10mm for stock rail and 
tongue rail at JOH and beyond which needs to be attended. 

6.16 Point No.102A - grazing marks available over fishplate indicate that top of 
wheel flange is rubbing against joggle fishplate. Joggle fishplate shall be 
changed. Tongue rail is found to be sharp/knife edge and needs to be 
reconditioned / changed. 
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6.17 Point No.105 – there is a level difference of 7mm between short check rail 
and running rail which shall be attended immediately. 
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6.18 At OHE mast No.1019, degree of curve is found 100. As per SOD, check rail 
is to be provided. 

6.19 At OHE mast No.SC/4071, fouling mark to be shifted to proper location. 

6.20 At Point No.123/ 121, degree of curve is 160. It was told by Sr.DEN that yard 
modifications are already planned to ease out the curve. It is to be expedited. 

6.21 At Point No.124, fouling marks is embedded in ballast. 

6.22 Near RRI in yard, drains are to be planned to ease out water stagnation. 

6.23 At Point No.135, there is a unevenness of surface to the tune of 30mm. 

6.24 Pit No.1 and 2 - 50% of track has been corroded and requires renewal. 

6.25 Point No.133B - over the cross over, sharp curve of 150 is observed. Check 
rail is to be provided. 

6.26 There is large gap (much more than permitted) between platform wall and 
SPART car on the line where SPART car is stabled. 

6.27 There is sudden downpour during inspection and it is observed that the trolley 
path on WADI end of yard for platform No.3, 4, 7 & 8 was flooded with water. 
Pipes may be provided beneath the trolley path to ease out the water 
stagnation. 

6.28 Pt Nos.114B,113B and 104A - Xing nose is chipped off and re-conditioning is 
to be done. 

7.0 Inspection of C&W activities at SC Station:  

7.1 All Rolling in/out lights from PF NO.1 to 10 both at Nampally end & 
Vijayawada End, are glowing. 
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7.2 Most of the Rolling IN/OUT lights are not secured with Dooms on both ends, 
which may cause damage to the lights.   
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Image showing RI/RO Light with doom. Numbering and seating 
arrangement (Similar type) is to be arranged for RI/RO lights at SC). 
 

 
 

As shown in the Fig above, all RI/RO lights at SC (both ends) also are to be 
numbered for easy identification and maintenance purpose. Seating 
arrangements as shown above, will give comfort for the employee so that 
employee can concentrate on examination. Similarly Doom is to be 
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constructed like above not only for the protection of RI/RO light but also 
increases focus on the under gear. 
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7.3 There are no proper seating arrangements for the C&W staff to sit during 
RI/RO examination for quality checking (shown in the pictures). 

7.4 Only two RI/RO Huts are available on Nampally end and Vijayawada end   
from PFno.1 to 10. More number of RI/RO huts can be constructed (to the 
possible extent) with proper seating arrangements for qualitative checking 
during RI/RO Examination. 
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7.5 
 

Proper seating arrangement with RI/RO hut and Doom can be planned like 
the image shown below for not only the comfort of the employee but also 
qualitative checking, with which only en-route failures will come down. 

 
 

 
 

8.0 Inspection of SPART:  

8.1 Electrical: Last maintenance of Electrical equipment was done on 10/4/2018, 

in which Technician Sri Dasarath was not signed in the register.  
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8.2 A new Kirloskar Diesel generator was commissioned on April 21 2018. 

8.3 Signal &Tele(S&T): 8 Sims and 8 Hand sets are available to meet the 
emergencies. 

8.4 Dry cells of 1.5 volts of Eveready make (year: 03/15) are available, as its 
expiry period is two years i.e. upto 3/17. They need to be replaced 
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immediately for making use of them in emergencies. PCE 
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8.5 Engineering material van:  This was not found alongwith ART composition 

Where as in All SPART/ART of other places/Depots, it is alongwith the 
composition. 

8.6 a) “Underwater cutter” is not working from last one year. 
b) House pipe crimpling facility needs to be developed. 

8.7 ASKA tower lights - 4 number are available. 

8.8 Satellite phones in working order are available. 

8.9 Last movement of SPART was done on 14.4.18 from SC to Tandur and back. 

8.10 Requisite numbers of Generator sets are available. 

8.11 Names of the ART staff and their mobile numbers were displayed. Checked 
the response/alertness of ART staff by calling on their mobile number. Shri. 
G.Bhaskar, mobile number 7993357677, did not respond. 

8.12 3-phase bogie towing equipment and lifting blocks are not available in ART. 

8.13 Competency certification may be issued to staff involved in special works. 

8.14 It is suggested to hold periodical preparatory meetings to train staff on 
restoration works and Safety Precautions to be taken during restoration 
works. A register may be maintained for this. 

8.15 Jacks are tested in under load condition by lifting the ART coach. Gadget to 
be developed to test the jacks under load condition (similar to that of 
ART/GNT).   

 
 

 

 

 
 

8.16 

Crimping facility for hose pipes is not available in ART.  This should be 
developed on priority. 

8.17 Sufficient number of spare packings and „O‟ rings for jacks, are to be 
procured and kept in ART for immediate attention in case of failure. 
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8.18 Plasma cutting equipment is not available in ART. The same should be 
procured. 

8.19 Frequent mock drills are to be conducted with ART. Preferably coaches fitted 
with Bio tanks may be used for drills. 

8.20 2 Nos. of Power packs are available. Both are to be checked periodically in 
under load condition. 

8.21 Gap between platform and ART coaches is more at some places. 

8.22 There is no direct despatch facility to SPART. Despite track structure permits 
direct despatch towards WADI, direct despatch facility towards WADI is not 
available since there is no Starter signal. Provision of common starter signal 
may be considered for SPART line and its adjacent line. 

8.23 More emphasis is to be given to staff training for better preparedness.   

9.0 Inspection of SPMRV:  

9.1 Sri B.P.Venkateswaralu, LP/Goods was nominated as Crew for MRV, but on 
verification it was found that no particulars i.e. regarding his mandatory 
courses was available with him and it was told by him that he was asked to 
take up the job suddenly. The bag containing all these details was kept in the 
crew lobby. 
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9.2 Mechanical: Camera and Handy cam is not available in MRV. These are 

mandatory apparatus to be available for recording the accident Scenario. 
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9.3 It is observed that in SPMRV, handy cam/digital camera is not available.  The 
same should be procured. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9.4 Pit line no. L2 is suspended due to track repairs. Work is in progress. The 
same should be expedited. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
9.5 Heavy water is stagnated near IOH shed and flowing into pit lines in IOH 

shed causing inconvenience to IOH staff for carrying repairs. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

9.6 Medical:  Automatic Emergency Defibrillator (AED) was sent to Hospital for 

cell replacement. As per the version of Pharmacist, it was sent to hospital for 
bringing the Budgetary quotation from the firm duly showing the specification 
of the cell. As it is an important item, procurement process is to be 
accelerated.  

9.7 No Induction date was found in the Bed sheets and Woollen Blankets. These 
are to be washed periodically. Since Boot Laundry is available, these can be 
changed timely. 

9.8 SPMRV siding is connected to Road No.8 of the station. It was observed that 
Road No-8 was blocked with Light Engines. Though this was advised in the 
last Bi-Monthly Safety Audit conducted at SC station by Head Quarters Safety 
Team, it is not being followed. Hence, it is once again re-iterated that  
Road No-8 of the station should be kept free for quick dispatch of 
SPMRV in case of emergency. 

9.9 MRV staff is not supplied with CUG phones and needs to be supplied. 

9.10 Requisite number of Body bags are available  

9.11 Spare bulbs are not available for operation theatre light. 
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9.12 AMC is not available for equipments in MRV.  
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9.13 Defibrillator is available but was not working due to discharged cells.   

9.14 List of vital medicines are available with expiry date. The dates of medicines 
which are replaced after expiry date is overwritten in the list.  It should be 
countersigned by the competent authority. 

9.15 There are some medicines which should be stored below room temperature 
of 300 C, but these medicines are kept in coach where the temperature is 
likely to exceed 300 C. This anomaly may please be corrected suitably.  

9.16 List of MRV medical staff and their phone numbers are not displayed in MRV. 
CUG phones are also not given to medical staff of MRV. It was informed that 
no dedicated staff is available for MRV. Whenever MRV is ordered on duty 
staff is sent. Dedicated staff should be available and their list with phone 
numbers should be displayed in MRV. 

9.17 It was informed that there is no exclusive staff nominated for SPRMV to 
accompany in the event of any disaster. Telephone numbers of medical staff 
were made available with Dy.SS/SC. There is a need to nominate dedicated 
medical staff to rush immediately without waiting for call from Dy.SS as Dy.SS 
might be engaged in other emergency works and may delay in giving calls to 
number of staff. 

10.0 General observations: 

10.1 :Luggage scanners are available at   PF.No-1 booking counter, PF.No-1 main 
gate entrance and PF.No.10 main entrance. But PF .No. One luggage 
scanner not working from 01.4.2018 and PF.No.10 luggage scanner not 
working due to rain water. 

10.2 Loco No. 23848 was stabled in ART siding adjacent to Rd-1 of SC station. It 
was observed that hand brake of loco was in applied condition, but wedges 
were not placed. There is no space for LP/(Shtg) to get down and place the 
wedges. Suitable arrangements should be made for placing wooden wedges. 

10.3 i) Towards KZJ direction, track connectivity is not available. For 
reversing the crane, it has to move up to STPD ; 

ii) Covered shed is not available for 140 T crane; 

iii) Present imprest cash for 140 T crane is only `10,000/-.  It should be 

enhanced to `15,000/- as per Railway Board instructions. 
10.4 During interaction with staff, it was brought out that sometimes freight trains 

are running with invalid BPCs with GLP check and trains with invalid BPCs 
are not offered for TXR check while moving in empty condition and are 
offered for loading again. 

10.5 Intermediate signal is provided for Road No.5, 6 & 7. It 
is observed that trains are being received by taking off 
Shunt signal provided below the Intermediate signal 
instead of taking off the main signal. This is violation of 
GR 3.09 (1) and GR 3.14 (5) Such practices may 
confuse Loco Pilots and can cause SPAD. 
Shunt signal provided below the Intermediate signal is 
at low level. Since, the signal is located on the platform, 
if a person/passenger stands before it, Loco Pilot 
cannot see the shunt signal. It should be provided at 
appropriate height so that Loco Pilots can see Shunt signal from adequate 
distance while performing shunting.  

10.6 Inspection of CC camera  room;- 
a) Total 86 cameras are available, in that 83 are working.15 days back up 

available in the system. 
b) On PF.No.2&3, 4&5 only four cameras are available, to be increased. 
c) Only 23 PTZ cameras are available and remaining are static cameras. 
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10.7 Water logging at Parcel Office end of the Platform was noticed due to heavy 
rain during the Safety Audit. Drain facility should be improved to avoid water 
logging. 
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11.0 Interaction with SSE/JE,S(C&W &Elec), Technicians, Pointsman, etc. at 
Seminar Hall, Coaching Depot/SC:  

 

11.1 It was instructed CSO that all Mechanical, Electrical and Operating staff 
should follow the stipulated safety norms/ rules without violation. There 
should be no compromise in changing “must change items” during 
maintenance. AMCs (annual maintenance contracts) are to be initiated for 
better maintenance of M&P. Staff was also advised to express shortcomings 
which can be rectified for system improvement. 
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 11.2 CRSE told that after the incidents of Disc Breakages over Indian railways, 
Mechanical department of SCR has been conducting special drive for 
checking the cracks on disc to prevent the en-route Disc Breakages, which is 
giving good results. This should be continued. Similarly, Cracks in bogie 
components are being subjected for checking. 

11.3 CRSE has also expressed that spare coaches of LHB are available in the 
depot. These coaches can run as special train for better utilization of the 
coaches instead of keeping them ideal. 
 
With regard to the point of Extension of BPCs for certain trains upto the 
stabling points e.g. Vikarabad, Tandur, and Lingampalli, CRSE told that as 
there is no other end facilities for maintenance these rakes at the stabling 
stations, and there is no nominated station for the rake to be stabled. The 
present system of GDR check can be continued. 
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11.4 SSE/Stores, Mr Venkatesh has expressed that Chg Depot stores has got 273 
items inventory. There is shortage of Side Bearer wearing plate in the depot 
since months. Reason for this the the material was rejected by Mft because of 
the bad quality supply by the supplier. 
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11.5 Sr.DME/SC has expressed that in order to maintain the coaches properly, 
depot should have 220 spare coaches. But in reality, there are only 65 
coaches available. Operating department is running special trains with these 
spare coaches because of which timely detachment of IOH/POH coaches  
without consuming the grace period has become troublesome.  

11.6 Sr.DME/SC has also expressed that Pit lines design is to be standardised 
and no Curve should be there in the pit lines. 

11.7 CTM has emphasise on the following points: 
I. All staff should wear personal protective devices without fail. 

II. All staff should be aware of the procedure of protecting the coach 
/train in stabling condition and procedure of Shunting. 

III. Make use of Head gear during working and specially working under 
the Cranes without fail. 
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IV. Attention of C&W staff while detecting en-route faults is highly 
appreciated. 

V. As per the version of DOM/CHG, Coaching rakes are moving to 
Vikarabad, Tandur, lingampalli, etc. without BPC (with GDR Checking) 
for stabling the rake in lie-over period. Issuing of BPC upto  the 
stabling station can be planned so that the present practice of GDR 
check from SC to that stations can be dis-continued, if BPC is given 
up to the stabling point. 
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11.8 The following points of Shunting staff are also discussed: 
I. While backing the rake, no caution order is being followed. 

II. Hooter arrangement i.e. TAWD (Train activated Warning device) is to 
be planned in SC station area to alert the shunting staff and public 
who are crossing the railway track. 

III. No short cut methods are to be adopted in work instructions. 
IV. AT PF no.6 and 7, visibility of Shunt Signal problem while shunting. 
V. Shunting movements are also became more because of the different 

type of couplings, different coach capacities, etc. 

11.9 SSE/IC/CHG/SC has stated the following points: 
I. Operating deptt. is not detaching overdue POH/IOH Coaches, even 

though advance information along with memo is issued. They have 
been run with the formation for days together, because of which timely 
detachment of coaches for Schedules has become troublesome. 

II. Mis-matching of Shift Duties of various departments is also one of the 
cause for missing of coordination which is further causing the delay in 
shunting movement for placements/detachments. 

III. Most of the time, all coaches are running till last day of the Schedules 
including grace period and all planning of C&W is getting disturbed 
which further also affects the quality of repairs. 

IV. Coaches due for IOH/Schedules are to be detached as per the memo 
given by C&W. 

V. Coaches running with Hybrid Bogies are no longer fit for longer 
distance trains (Duranto express) because of the failure of Air springs 
en-route. These coaches are to be planned to run for shorter 
distances, so that en-route problems can be minimised. 

12.0 Inspection of MLY station on 04.05.2018:  

12.1 Sri Narayana, Dy.SS and Sri T.Madhu on duty are not due for RC and PME.  
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12.2 MLY station is a junction station. Same was not mentioned in SWR as well as 
panel. MLY station one end is connected to LGD, other end to CHZ and 
another end to MLY Gate cabin of HYB division. Hence it a junction. 

12.3 Gradients are not shown on SM‟s Control panel. 

12.4 Hindi SWR/MLY is not available. 

12.5 Common loop line facility is not available at MLY. There are frequent 
movements for stabling of rakes coming from SC on stabling lines. Trains are 
to be received onto Down Main line or Down loop line and then backed onto 
Stabling lines. Such movement are often interrupting through trains. By 
providing a crossover point at SC end connecting Down line with Up line, 
common loop line facility can be achieved as at CHZ end crossover point 
connecting Up line with Down line is available. 

12.6 Lines leading to erstwhile Tata siding and NFC siding are shown as Tata 
siding and NFC siding. Since the sidings are closed, the siding lines‟ 
nomenclature may be changed. 

12.7 Offside platform is an island platform. Most of the passengers alighted there 
shall definitely exit from station side as there no approach road at off side. 
There is no FOB at MLY. Passengers are compelled to cross track, which is 
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unsafe. There is a need to provide FOB.  
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12.8 There is no road on offside of LC gate no.6. The other side of the LC Gate 
no.6 is a private land and the road passing through it, is only a rocky 
pathway.  Only a few motor cycles will pass through the gate. Possibility of 
elimination of the LC gate no.6 may be looked into. 

12.9 MLY  „A‟ cabin (inspected on 04.05.2018): 
I. Crank handle maintenance schedule of Tech is not completed from 

Jan 18. CH Register is also very old opened 2013. Pages are also 
exhausted. New book may be opened. 

II. Only one calling signal 17A schedule of Tech is not covered. 

12.10 MLY  „B‟ Cabin: 

I. Panel was installed on 29.01.2002 and it is due for replacement. 
II. Calling on signals 5A, 9A schedule is not covered by Tech from 

Jan18. JE has also not covered Jan 18 & April 18 schedules. 
III. Crank handle schedule is not covered by Tech from Jan 2017 

onwards (ch1, ch2, ch3, ch4). 
IV. Cable meggering was conducted on 11.04.2017.  As per records, 

corresponding Relay Room opening & Disconnection entries are not 
available.  Cable meggaring is again due in 2018 April. 

12.11 MLY „C‟  Cabin: 
I. As per records, cable meggering is not done in 2017 and 2018 and it 

is due. 
II. Panel was installed on 7.1998 and it is due for replacement.  

III. Calling on signal S1A, S20A schedule is not covered by Tech staff. 
IV. On Diode Block instrument MLY “C” cabin, MLY Gate cabin and shunt 

key, section is not mentioned. 

 
 

  
 

12.12 In MLY yard at KM FB/16-FB/17, Un-authorized pathway is available near 
flash but welding siding. It should either be closed or LC gate infra structure 
be provided, since vehicles are passing regularly. Same was not mentioned 
in SWR/MLY also. 
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13.0 Trolley Inspection between MLY- GT stations:  

13.1 MLY yard: Point No.37A (1 in 8 ½ 
curved) - CMS crossing joints are 
provided with ordinary fish plates 
with four bolts (2+2). One meter 
fish plates with 6 bolts (3+3) may 
be provided. In CMS crossing 
portions, S&T bond wires are 
connected to CMS crossing by 
Exothermic weld which is not 
permitted. On CMS crossings, as 
a part of design, separate lugs 
along with pre-drilled holes are 
provided to facilitate connecting 
S&T bond wires (Ref: CTE/SC 
Lr.No.W/509/TC/Zig-zag welding, 
of dated 9.3.12). 
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13.2 MLY Yard on CHZ end: The alignment and surface of cross over connecting 
Road No.4, 5 & 6 need to be rectified.   

13.3 SEJ No.1 of LWR No.1 at KM 202/16 - 205/10 on DN line between MLY-
CHZ stations: 

a. Date of laying - 08/2011, Date of de-stressing - 09/2011 at Td=350C. 
b. Total gap on LH side is 43mm and on RH side is 45mm at 10.35hrs 

(rail temperature - 380C). 
c. Gauge is varying from N to -5mm and Cross level from 4LL to 6LL. 
d. Positioning of stock/tongue rails need to be ensured as per standard 

RDSO drawing (T/6902). 

13.4 CHZ station, Point No. 34B: 

a. LH tongue rail is resting on gauge tie plate directly and top of leading 
stretcher bar is also rubbing bottom of stock rail (Nil gap instead of 
1.5-3.0mm).  

b. Throw of switch on LH side is 110mm. RH tongue having is knife edge 
and needs reconditioning/replacement. 

c. Sleeper spacings are not marked for main line however marked for 
turn-out side and spacing is also not adjusted/ corrected. 

13.5 CHZ Station, Point No. 26B: 
a. Joggled fish plates with two far end bolts are provided at SRJ on both 

sides. Switch is renewed and welding is done on 20.6.17. Whether 
these SKV welds are tested by USFD or not, is not known. If tested 
and found „good‟, JFPs are not required . 

b. While testing of point in „normal‟ & „reverse‟, point is not setting 
properly and taking more time to set on reverse side due to disturbed 
reverse lock rod and throw. ESM has last attended done on 13.4.18 & 
22.4.18. SSE/JE/Sig has last inspected on 20.3.18 & 26.4.18. 
Concerned section SSE/JE needs to do inspections thoroughly so that 
this type of failure does not re-occur. 
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c. It is observed that in 26TR 
track circuit, loose cables 
connected from TLT boxes to 
GJ, are kept in exposed 
condition instead of taking 
underneath of sleeper/ 
through sleeper spacing to 
prevent cutting by miscreant 
or any hanging parts. 
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13.6 CHZ Station: From point no.27A to 18 (KZJ end of yard), muck/ waste heaps 
from cess may be cleaned to maintain adequate longitudinal drainage. 

13.7 Traffic LC No.12 at KM 206/25-27: 

a. Gauge is varying from +4mm to +7mm. 
b. Check rail flange way portion is fully covered with muck and needs to 

be cleared. 
c. Check rail blocks are uneven due to loose bolts and need to be 

tightened. 

13.8 There is no record to track sliding boom operation. As this is an alternative 
arrangement required to be operated in the event of failure of Lifting Barriers 
there is a need to maintain record for operation of Sliding Booms to analyse 
the reasons for its operations.  

13.9 Debris around the Gate lodge needs to be cleared. Gate surroundings are to 
be maintained clean. 

13.10 For two new tracks between MLY-GT stations as a part of MMTS Phase-II, 
work is in progress. Following items need to be ensured before opening the 
new tracks adjacent to working/running lines: 
a. Longitudinal saucer type drain is to be provided between DN main line 

& 3rd line and 3rd & 4th lines wherever track center is more than 6m 
in order to facilitate free flow of storm water and prevent water logging. 
The longitudinal drain must be connected to major / minor bridges. 
Cross drains at CHZ & GT station yards may also be provided for 
better maintenance of yard.  

b. IRS type platform shelters with RDSO approved drawings shall be 
provided. 

c. Trolley refuges are to be provided at prescribed locations (para 220 of 
IRPWM) between DN main line & 3rd line and along 4th line. Trolley 
refuges shall also be ensured at approaches of major bridges in view 
of safety.  

d. Creep indication posts square to the track at every KM (para 242(5) of 
IRPWM) may be provided. 

e. Toe/ Retaining wall must be constructed at the cutting locations to 
prevent falling of earth on the track. Weep holes must be ensured in 
retaining wall. 

f. All avoidable joints may be welded.  
g. Ballast retainer may be constructed on minor/ major bridge proper & 

approach and approaches of LCs to avoid rolling down of ballast. 

14.0 General Observations: 

a. MLY yard: Point No. 35A & 34A - lead rails are mismatching to CMS 

crossing joints. On CHZ end:  The gapless joint at heel of crossing is 

giving knock, which needs to be attended. 
b. MLY yard:  GL-1 track / line may be made passenger fit to enhance 

the flexibility and for use in emergency. 
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c. Point No.17A („B‟ Cabin/MLY), LH tongue rail is knife edge. 
d. Between MLY-CHZ stations, SEJ at KM 200/36-38 laid in transition 

curve, needs to be shifted to straight portion. 
e. Glued Joint on UP line at KM 201/31-29, is low. 
f. ROB No.268A at KM 202/14-12 - guard rail to be provided on new 

RVNL line which is nearer to column. 
g. Pumping GJ No.179/180 at KM 205/5-3 needs to be packed. 
h. All the holes drilled on running rails in different diameter, should be 

chamfered and same should be ensure by the Engineering official to 
avoid bolt hole failures, rail/weld failures etc. [item(5) para 251 of 
IRPWM]. 

i. ERC Toe Load Measurement device is available with field Engineers. 
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15.0 Ghatkesar Station:  

15.1 S&T Failure Register: In S&T failure Register, S&T staff is changing 

serial numbers to 7A etc. instead of next number and some failures are 
clubbed into one, to show lesser number of failures than actual. This 
practice should be discontinued. 
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15.2 S&T Failure Register: Some Signal failures are due to drafting of 10 

RPs by Engineering staff without information. Care need to be taken 
while drafting of 10 RPs. 

15.3 Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings: Last inspection is done on 
21.02.2018. Switch Rails of Point nos. 18B LH, 11B RH and 12A RH 
are housed with Stock rails upto 2 sleepers only instead of 3 sleepers 
as prescribed in the register. However, these are not shown in the 
summary of observations to be attended.  

15.4 Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings: Clearances between 

leading stretcher bar and bottom rail are not shown in figures. They are 
simply indicated as OK.  

15.5 Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings: Point no.18A - LH opening 
is 120mm i.e. 2mm more that the prescribed standard. As per the 
standards prescribed, it should be 115mm -/+3mm. This needs to be 
attended. This is not shown in the „Summary of Observations‟. 

15.6 Imprest Cash: Sanctioned imprest cash is Rs. 6, 000/-. Imprest cash 

is last received on 03.03.2018 for the bills of July & August 17. 
Immediately, re-submitted for recoupment of bills for the month of 
September & October 17. Sanction is yet to be received. It is reported 
that it is taking almost three months from the time bills are submitted 
for recoupment. During intervening period, SS is incurring expenses 
from personal money for cleanliness. It may be ensured that the 
recoupment is done within specified time. A onetime exemption may be 
given to recoup all the outstanding bills at once. 

 

 

(D. K. SINGH) 
CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER 

 

Copy to DRM /SC 

PCOM, PCME, PCSTE, PCEE & PCE  for information. 


